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ABSTRACT 

► The Delphi method Is a new procedure devised to 

Improve the usefulness of an Intuitive Judgment produced 

by a group of experts.  Intuition is useful for Judgments 

Involving a high degree of opinion, such as value Judgments 

* and some forecasting applications. Analytical forecasting 

techniauer are compared briefly with conventional intuitive 

methods, which are further compared with the Delphi method. 

The Delphi method is explored in considerable detail 

including a survey of experimental results and practical 

». applications.  Conclusions are provided concerning the 

applications of Delphi within DOD, with particular emphasis 

on technological forecasting applications. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

A new attitude toward the future has 
become apparent. . . . The future is no 
longer viewed as unique, unforeseeable, and 
Inevitable} there are, instead, a multitude 
of possible futures, with associated prob- 
abilities that can be estimated and to some 
extent, manipulated. . . . The traditional 
methods of the social sciences are proving 
inadequate .... This situation is rapidly 
being remedied by the introduction of new 
methods .... Among the new methods that 
are under development is one that has become 
known as the "Delphi technique." It attempts 
to make effective use of informed intuitive 
Judgment.1 

The Delphi method, invented by Olaf Helmer and 

Norman C. Dalkey about 20 years ago at RAND Corporation, 

is basically a new way to structure the interaction 

2 
among a group.  With Delphi, members of a group are 

questioned anonymously (usually by questionaire) several 

times. Between rounds of questioning, a summary of the 

group response is provided each individual to stimulate 

further thinking. Summaries of the group's comments on 

previous rounds may also be provided. The revised responses 

nearly always converge and the median of the final round 

1 



results Is considered to be the Judgment of the group. 

The structure of Delphi seeks to eliminate the 

major objections to the use of either a single Individual 

or a conventionally structured group for obtaining a 

Judgment. The Delphi technique thus attempts to Improve 

the reliability and usefulness of expert Judgment. Although 

Delphi does offer some potential advantages when the use 

of expert Intuitive Judgment Is appropriate, It Is not 

a panacea and must be used with care. 

Statement of the Problem 

Since 1967 when the opening quotation was published, 

the Delphi procedure has been employed in many different 

types of applications. Yet, In spite of the generally 

widespread application of the method, the available lit- 

erature shows little evidence of the use of Delphi within 

the Department of Defense (DOD). This apparent reluctance 

of DOD stands in striking contrast to past trends. Because 

of Its concern for the future, DOD has often been a fore- 

runner In applying new techniques. For example, DOD was 

a pioneer In applying techniques which are now commonplace 

In the field of operations research. This study Investi- 

gates the nature of Delphi and the applications of the 

2 
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Delphi method.  This study will also address the question 

of whether or not Delphi should he applied to a greater 

extent.  If the use of Delphi should be expanded, the 

most suitable circumstances for Its use within DOD will 

be Indicated. 

Objectives 

To provide a basis for understanding the potential 

applications of Delphi within DOD, the following objectives 

have been Imposed upon this study t 

1.  Because Delphi Is only one form of Intuitive 

Judgment, a basic understanding of Intuitive Judgment 

will be provided. This background Is developed upon a 

framework based upon the nature of opinion and a func- 

tional division of Intuitive Judgment Into value Judg- 

ments and forecasts of the future. Value Judgments are 

treated briefly, followed by a more detailed treatment 

of forecasting.  Intuitive forecasting methods are com- 

^        pared with analytical forecasting methods. The objections 

■•        to the use of conventional Intuitive forecasting methods 

* 

are also outlined. 

2. A thorough understanding of the Delphi method 

will be presented. The procedures, precautions, major 

experimental results, advantages, and disadvantages of 

3 
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^        Delphi are examined. Variations of Delphi are also consi- 

dered, 

3.  Various past examples of Delphi will be surveyed. 

► These applications Include a cross section from the Soviet 

Union, Industry, DOD and other governmental agencies. 

Emphasis will be placed upon the extent of usage and the 

► diversity of applications. 

k.     Conclusions will be formed and recommendations 

••        will be made concerning the potential scope and the nature 

► of Delphi's usage within the Defense Department. 

>■ 

f Limitations 

Several limitations have been placed upon this study. 

First, the material has been limited to sources which are 

* available at the Air University Library.  This limitation 

4.        does not appear to be restrictive as the available source 

material seems to be varied and sufficient. 

•- Next, In order to reduce administrative complications 

^        this study does not contain classified material.  Unclassi- 

fied sources adequately Indicate the nature and extent of 

^        the use of Delphi for the purposes of this study. 

I Finally, comments concerning the potential future 

applications of Delphi are restricted primarily to techno- 

* logical forecasting and associated activities, such as 

^       any directly related planning. Although the possibilities 

k 
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for the use of Delphi are extremely numerous and varied, 

technological forecasting Is a major potential area for 

the use of Delphi.  Inferences concerning the feasibility 

of any particular application will be possible because 

of the general nature of the majority of the material 

which will be presented. 

Assumptions 

During the survey of past DOD applications of Delphi, 

the assumption has been made that the use of Delphi would 

►        be clearly apparent or explicitly mentioned.  This assump- 

tion Is based on the newness of the method and the obser- 

vation that sources usually, but not always. Indicated the 

*-        methodology which was being used.  In all of those sources 

1        In which Delphi's use was discovered, the use of the method 

was prominently Indicated. 



CHAPTER II 

THE USEFULNESS OF INTUITION 

This chapter considers the nature and applications 

of Intuition with the aim of Identifying those circum- 

stances for which the use of Intuition Is preferable to 

the use of analytical methods. This understanding will 

provide a basis for Judging the merits and potential 

applications of one form of Intuitive Judgment, the 

Delphi method. 

The Nature of Opinion 

Every Judgment Is based upon a considerable amount 

of Information and the correctness of this Input Informa- 

tion determines, to a great extent, the worth or utility 

of the Judgment.  Each fragment of Information can be 

arranged on a scale which Indicates the probability that 

the Information Is correct.   Information that has no basis 

In fact would be on one end of the scale and this Informa- 

tion Is called speculation or guessing.  Information which 

Is certain to be correct would be on the other end of the 

scalei this Information is called knowledge. Decisions 

are rarely based upon perfect knowledge because these Judg- 

6 



ments would be trivial.  On the other hand, speculation 

2 
often gets Into long-term policy decisions Inadvertently. 

The vast mass of Information which lies between 

speculation and knowledge, based upon some evidence but 

not fact. Is called opinion.  Other common names for opinion 

are wisdom. Insight, experience, and Informed Judgment. 

Because opinion Is Imperfect, fragmentary, and Incomplete 

Information, It Is characterized by a broad range of 

diversity among Individuals.  Consequently, Judgments based 

upon opinion will also vary considerably between different 

Individuals. 

When based on a high degree of opinion, the variety 

of resulting Judgments creates a problem of determining 

which Judgment should be used.  The highest authority 

In an organization may feel compelled to make a Judgment 

to prevent disagreement.  If the authority Is not an 

expert, an alternative Is to use one or more experts to 

provide credibility to a Judgment. Besides the potential 

acceptance gained through the use of experts, there are 

other more compelling reasons for their use.  The experts 

have gained their reputation because they possess a few 

more fragments of Information, understand the essentials 

of the problem better, or utilize their partial Information 

more efficiently In order to arrive at better Judgments 

7 



more consistently. 

The process by which an expert or anyone else uses 

a high degree of opinion to arrive at a Judgment Is 

called Intuition.  Intuition Is not necessarily Irrational 

or Illogical; It merely means that the mental processes 

Involved In the Judgment are not fully defined.  In common 

usage, Intuition has taken a meaning from the phrase 

"woman's Intuition" and has come to mean a Judgment based 

on speculation.  However, a more proper meaning of Intuition 

Is "a synoptic grasp of many Interrelated aspects of a 

complex problem."' A synerglstlc effect occurs which 

often makes the Intuitive Judgment better than one based 

on the explicit formulation of the underlying opinions. 

In other words, the human mind can subconsciously weigh 

the correctness, the importance, and the interrelationship 

of each piece of fragmentary information in a highly 

efficient manner. 

To summarize thus far, intuition is useful for Judg- 

ments whenever the best information available consists 

mainly of opinions} that is, whenever there is considerable 

doubt concerning the correctness of the available informa- 

tion. The use of experts maximizes the use of intuition 

primarily because they possess more Information. 

8 



Value Judgments 

To delve deeper Into the use of expert Intuitive 

Judgment, the subject will now be functionally divided 

Into value Judgments and forecasts of the future. This 

classification Is neither mutually exclusive nor exhaus- 

tive, but nevertheless It does provide Insight.  Forecasts 

of the future, which are representative of the broader 

class of factual Judgments, will be considered in the 

next section. 

Value Judgments are subjective evaluations of an 

object or of alternatives.  To evaluate something means 

to appraise It according to the appropriate rules of 
7 

merit.  Four elements are required for an evaluation! 

the value object, the aspect of value, the criteria or 

rules of merit, and the resulting value Judgment. Although 

criteria can be quantified, they are open to question and 

do not constitute knowledge.  Instead, to the extent that 

the criteria vary between Individuals, value Judgments 

are based on a high degree of opinion.  Hence, value Judg- 

ments frequently are a type of Intuitive thinking. 

Value Judgments are based on an especially high degree 

of opinion and are particularly suited to Intuitive Judg- 

ment In those cases where there are many partially confllct- 
Q 

Ing criteria.       Examples of this type are complex decisions 



g 
which determine priorities, goals, or objectives.  If 

the criteria are not explicit, the choice between alterna- 

tives Is highly Intuitive also. The criteria cannot be 

explicit If the consequences are unknown or If there exists 

uncertainty as to which consequence Is preferable.   The 

latter case can occur even If the criteria Is an ethical 

code, because the multiple moral considerations of an 

outcome may be Impossible to directly assess In terms of 

the code. 

Forecasting the Future 

Value Judgments represent a subjective process In 

which Intuitive Judgment Is necessarily present to some 

degree.  On the other hand, objective or factual Judgments 

can be based on nearly perfect knowledge and therefore 

can sometimes avoid the use of Intuitive thinking.  Certain 

types of factual Judgments, however, can benefit from 

Intuitive Judgment. Forecasts of the future are excellent 

examples of this type because a high degree of opinion 

exists at the time of the forecast, even though the validity 

of the forecast can be checked against perfect knowledge 

at some future date. 

Forecasts of the future have been selected to represent 

all factual Judgments for which Intuitive Judgments have a 

potential utility.  This has been done because a well- 

10 



defined body of knowledge regarding forecasting exists 

which allows a comparison between Intuitive and analytical 

methods to be made.  However, Intuitive methods can also 

be applied to obtain factual Judgments about past or 

present events If It Is not feasible or If It Is Impossible 

to obtain factual data. 

Forecasting does not necessarily exclude value Judg- 

ments.  Two general types of forecasts are possible, explor- 

atory and normative.   Exploratory forecasts seek to deter- 

mine what can be done In the future and thus are completely 

factual Judgments.  Normative forecasts, however, seek to 

determine what ought to be done In conjunction with what 

can be done, and In this sense, combine a value Judgment 

with a factual Judgment.  Obviously, all other things being 

equal, a normative forecast Is more suited to Intuitive 

Judgment because an additional element of opinion Is Intro- 

duced If the future goals are not widely accepted and 

formulated. Normative forecasts can be further divided 

Into self-fulfilling and self-defeating forecasts.  Self- 

fulfilling forecasts are meant to goad a nation or an 

organization Into action.  Similarly, self-defeating fore- 

casts are also meant to Incite action, such as the forecast 

that the Russians would be the first to land on the moon. 

Within the last decade or so, a growing awareness of 

the Importance of forecasting the future has developed 

11 
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within our society.  This awareness has been largely 

generated by the rapid technological changes which have 

taken place and also by the accelerating rate of this 
12 change.   Social scientists are likewise becoming Inter- 

ested In forecasting technological change because changing 
13 technology Is a major cause of social change. ■*    In addition 

to forecasting the future, there Is also a growing realiza- 

tion that the future can be planned and Influenced,  Thus, 

the Interest In normative forecasting has grown.  The 

planner does not have the choice of not forecasting the 

future; the choice Is whether the forecast will be made 

openly and subject to examination or whether It will be 
14 made subconsciously within the mind of a single Individual. 

Evidence of the growing determination to plan the 

future Is present at many levels. ^ Labor unions are 

sensitive to long-range Issues such as automation.  Similarly, 

Industry Is becoming aware of the social consequences of 

Its actions as demonstrated by Its growing concern for 

Issues such as ecology. Within the Department of Defense, 

long-range planning has become Institutionalized by the 

v Introduction of the programming-budgeting system.  As 

another example, President Nixon recently announced a long- 

range plan to make this country self-sufficient In energy 

v       supplies. 

12 



New institutions have been formed and new methods 

of forecasting have been developed to better cope with 

the future. The foremost practitioner of the Delphi 

technique Is the five-year old nonprofit Institute for 

the Future.   Herman Kahn, author of Thinking the 

Unthinkable, has refined the use of scenarios as a fore- 

casting tool at Hudson Institute.  At MIT, Jay Forrester 

has developed systems dynamics as a major tool for fore- 

casting.  Other Institutions such as Battelle Memorial 

Institute, Stanford Research Institute, and A. D. Little 

have shifted emphasis from hardware research to forecasting 

17 and planning. 

Forecasting Methods 

To properly understand the role of intuitive fore- 

casting, a brief description of other forecasting methods 

must first be presented. Although different authors 

classify forecasting techniques in many ways and sometimes 

identify over 100 different techniques, these numerous 

techniques are composed of a small number of basic methods. 

One reference gives four basic forecasting methods» mor- 

phological analysis, trend extrapolation, heuristic fore- 

18 casts, and intuitive forecasts.   Another reference lists 

the three basic methods as extrapolation of history, analy- 

10 tical models, and the use of experts. 7 This section 

13 



describes the analytical methods; Intuitive forecasting 

Is described In the next section. 

Morphological analysis Is a method of "Identifying 

20 
and counting all possible means to a given end." 

Common examples are PERT network or a contingency tree. 

Morphological analysis Is not exactly a means of pre- 

dicting which possibility will occur, but rather a method 

of organizing all of the future possibilities. 

Trend extrapolation Is essentially a method of curve 

21 fitting based on past data.   Considerable Judgment Is 

required In choosing the proper equation to fit the data. 

In addition, the basic assumption Is made that past trends 

will continue. This assumption becomes less valid the 

farther Into the future the trend is projected.  There- 

fore, trend extrapolation must be used with common sense, 

which Is Just another word for Intuitive Judgment.  In 

addition, past data Is often unavailable or Incomplete. 

Heuristic forecasts include analogies, the Interrela- 

22 tlonshlp of events, modeling, and simulation.   Like 

trend extrapolation, heuristic forecasts are based on 

f        quantitative methods, but a much better understanding of 

the underlying phenomena Is required for the use of heur- 

i'       Istlc methods. Again, Intuition must be used to determine 

*        the appropriate model and the range of validity of the 

model. 

* 

« 
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Intuitive Methods 

As shown above, analytical methods of forecasting, 

despite their quantitative appearance, Implicitly contain 

some degree of Intuition In their underlying assumptions, 

structure, and ranges of validity.  Intuitive methods, 

on the other hand, explicitly depend on Intuition as the 

major aspect of the forecast.  In addition to the use of 

single experts, discussion groups, polls, panels, "brain- 

storming sessions, and Delphi groups, intuitive methods 

21 
also Include gaming and scenarios. J    Gaming and scenarios, 

although highly useful, are applicable In a rather special 

set of circumstances and will not be considered in detail. 

The Intuitive process used in forecasting Is no 

different than In any other application. This process 

has already been discussed and will not be considered 

further.  Instead, some specific advantageous uses of 

Intuitive forecasting will be discussed. To some extent, 

these guidelines for the use of Intuitive forecasting 

have validity for any other use of Intuitive Judgment 

and are not restricted to Intuitive forecasting. 

One of the co-Inventors of Delphi has pointed out 

some advantageous applications of expert Intuitive fore- 

24 
casting.   For example, experts should be used whenever 

there Is Insufficient data to use a quantitative method. 

15 



If there Is no means of obtaining this data, experts 

must be used.  Reliable data Is Irposslble to obtain 

for rapidly changing circumstances or for long-range 

forecasts.  Experts can be used to estimate the data to 

be used as Input Information for an analytical method 

or they can make the forecast directly.  Even when an 

analytical method has applicability, expert Intuitive 

Judgment should be used to evaluate the entire process. 

Also, whenever future alternatives which Involve moral 

Issues such as social welfare are being considered, ex- 

pert Intuition has a role In the Inherent value Judgments. 

Finally, Intuitive Judgment should be used for tactical 

or strategic decisions In non-zero sum game situations« 

Another major application of Intuitive Judgment Is 

Involved in the non-exact sciences where expert Judgment 

must substitute for the laws which are found In the phy- 

slcal sciences. J 

However, the utility of Intuitive forecasting depends 

upon the situation. The best method to use depends on 

many factors such as the context of the forecast, the 

relevance and accuracy of historical data, the degree of 

accuracy desired, the time range of the forecast, costs 

versus potential benefits, and the time available to pro- 

duce the forecast. 0 

16 



Conventional Intuitive Forecasting Methods 

Having now discussed the potential uses of Intuition, 

the objections to conventional Intuitive methods will 

next be examined.  Conventional Intuitive methods Include 

Individual experts, polls, panels, and other groups of 

experts. 

There is considerable appeal to the Idea of using 

the simplest form of intuitive forecasting—the single 

expert of genius forecaster.  Using a certified fore- 

casting genius Is quick, efficient, and Inexpensive. 

However, If either the certification or the genius Is In 

doubt, the effects of a single Individual's biases, 

Idlosyncracles, and selective Ignorance will attach great 

27 
risk to the forecast. 

The next simplest method is to poll a group of experts 

to average out the risk.  Two difficulties are apparent. 

First, because no Interaction occurs, the expert does 

not gain any extra Information, may feel no commitment 

to the result, and may exert little effort.  In addition. 

It may be Impossible to reach a consensus on certain 

types of questions. 

The common tendency Is to use a committee or a dis- 

cussion group of experts.  In theory, the old saying that 

two heads are better than one Is based on the belief that 

17 
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the experts  can Interact In a manner which Increases  the 

amount  of Information available to each Individual.     It 
*■ " 

»' is  equally true, however,  that two heads also have more 
1 misinformation than one.     In practice,  groups do not 

Interact In a manner which maximizes the Information 

* available to each Individual. 

* There are three major faults of discussion group 
r 

Interactions t    the Influence of the dominant Individual, 

* noise,  and group pressure  for conformity.   c    Groups give 

* undue  influence to the Individual who talks the most or 

the loudest.     This  Influence Is not necessarily related 

*• to the dominant Individual's ability or expertise.    Within 

the military,  this characteristic Is  especially prominent 

because of status and rank differences  In an authoritarian 

society.    Additionally, much of a group's Interchange  is 

noise—»communications  Involved  In maintaining group har- 

mony rather than solving the problem.     This  Irrelevant 

or redundant  Information obscures the relevant Information. 

Finally,  the group pressure for conformity causes  Indivi- 

duals  to adopt the group position because of an unwilling- 

ness to create hard feelings.     For this reason, a timid 

member has little or no Influence despite any expertise 

he may possess.    The bandwagon effect can also work In 

reverse.    An Individual may be reluctant to change his 

position after It has been publicly stated. 

18 



The preceding arguments do not Imply that discussion 

groups do not have any Important uses. Groups are highly 

useful for transmitting Information, coordinating action, 

diffusing of responsibility, formulating policy, and 

2Q 
other similar functions. 7 The above objections to the 

use of a group were concerned only with the ability of 

a group to arrive at an Intuitive Judgment based on 

opinion. 

Another technique that has been used Is bralnstormlng. 

This technique Is structured to remove the Influence of 

the dominant Individual and thus to enhance the creativity 

of the group.  It serves this useful purpose, but If an 

attempt Is made to arrive at a consensus Judgment, this 

creativity Is lost. 

In the next chapter, the structure of the Delphi 

method will be examined to determine how this new method 

attempts to overcome the objections to the use of dis- 

cussion groups In arriving at Intuitive Judgments. 

19 



CHAPTER III 

THE DELPHI METHOD 

The name Delphi was originally proposed by philosopher 

Abraham Kaplan.  Since then this name has been considered 

to be an unfortunate choice because the reference to the 

ancient Greek oracle, while attracting interest, has also 

endowed the method with an aura of mysticism and the 

occult.  This suggestion has been equated with a high 

degree of unreliability in the minds of many. 

The Delphi procedures have three distinct character- 

istics! anonymity, controlled feedback, and statistical 

2 
group response.  Within these broad guidelines, a large 

amount of latitude exists, making Delphi flexible and 

adaptable for use in conjunction with other methods and 

procedures.  To begin to understand the features of 

Delphi and their relationship to improved group inter- 

action, a brief example of Delphi will be given. 

An Example of Delphi 

The example which is presented here is quite simple 

because the response consists primarily of a single 

number. Value Judgments or selections of alternatives 

20 



are not  considered.    Also,  only a single question is 

considered»   most Delphi studies  consider numerous 

questions simultaneously.     In the more extensive studies 

which are summarized later,  references to more complex 

examples can be found. 

This example is one of the questions used In a 

demonstration of the Delphi  process  conducted by Dr.  Olaf 

Helmer at the First Annual Technology and Management 

Conference in 196?.       The example was a demonstration 

of the method only and the validity  of the response 

should not be  Judged critically.     Other than this, 

personal reactions may be tested while the Delphi study 

is presented  in sequential form. 

The first questionaire was  initially given to 100 

conference participants.    Normally,   participants would 

be solicited beforehand,  advised of the purpose of the 

study,  and informed concerning the procedures and their 

anonymity.     In this case the participants were apparently 

either briefed orally or were already familiar with 

Delphi and this step was unnecessary. 

On the  initial questionaire,  participants were 

asked to estimate their forecasting ability relative 

to the group on a scale from 1 to ?•     Of the Initial 

100 volunteers,  23 who rated themselves most expert on 

21 



all of the questions were selected to continue with 

later rounds.     Self-evaluation of expertness is an 

option of Delphi which will be treated  In more detail 

later. 

The question was asked,  "In what year will power 

generated by thermonuclear fusion become commercially 

competitive with hydroelectric power?"     The results of 

the first round were analyzed to obtain the median and 

the inter-quartlle range (IQR).    The median,  of course, 

is the middle answer or the 50th percentlle of the 

answers.     The  IQR Is the range of answers between the 

25th and 75th percentlle.    Answers  to the first questlon- 

alre gave a median of 1990 and an IQR of 1979-2005. 

A second questlonalre was distributed which contained 

the feedback of the median and the IQR of the first round. 

The participant's first round response was also Included 

to emphasize that,  with long delays between rounds,  pre- 

vious answers are sometimes forgotten.     The second questlon- 

alre asked everyone to reconsider his previous estimate 

and Instructed him to change It  If he wished.     If the 

new answer was  outside the IQR,   the participant was 

requested to briefly state his reason for disagreement. 

Analysis of the second questlonalre provided a median 

of 1985 and an  IQR of 1977-2025.    Arguments for an earlier 

22 
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» /4. 
date werei 

^ >* 

Water shortage within 10 years will force 
this development. 

Power demands, especially In connection 
* with desallnlzatlon, will rapidly become 
► ► so great that thermonuclear power pro- 

duction will be generally accepted. 
»• 

r^ Decentralization of population centers and 
cost of distribution favor nuclear power. 

r » The next drought will be world-wide. 
r Arguments advanced for a later date werei 
r 

Fission-generated power Is not yet commer- 
•" daily competitive« fusion-gen era ted power 

p. > still requires development of basic tech- 
nology, with Immense problems to overcome. 

*»• There Is little economic Incentive since 
electric power Is cheap. 

•■ ► Tidal power Is yet untapped. 

•" The cost of hydro-electric facilities Is 
shared, there is no fuel cost, and maln- 

^ tenance Is lower. 

4, Efficient containment of thermonuclear 
energy seems to be completely out of the 

A* question. 

« The summarized arguments above, the second round 

m median, and the IQR were fed back on the third questlon- 

**       alre which was otherwise unchanged.  The results of the 

* third round gave a median of 1985 and an IQR of 1980-2030. 

The arguments which were advanced became briefer and more 

pertinent.  In favor of an earlier date, the arguments 

5 *        werei 
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Pressures regarding this on government and 
► »' Industry will escalate exponentially. 

The "out of the question" statement Is of 
»> * the form "airplanes will never fly". 

»■ 

r 

Counter arguments for a later date weret 

Technical feasibility of plasma contain- 
ment Is not demonstrated or In sight. 

The earlier-date argument merely supports 
the case for fission-generated power,— 

r» which may be the real competitor, rather 
than hydroelectric power. 

rr The drought argument Is too speculative 
for comment. 

* » These arguments and the third round results were 

* fed back again In the fourth and final questlonalre. 

Only the answer without further arguments was requested 

»» because this was  the final round.    The final median was 

* 1990 with an IQR of 1985-2030. 

•^ As a comparison,  a group of 23 RAND employees had 

* an Identical median of 1990 for this question In a pre- 

test.    A 1963 study conducted four years  earlier of when 

* controlled fusion would be achieved had a median of 1986. 

* For the example given above,  the median of the eight 

Individuals who ranked themselves most  expert had a 

\ median of 1987^.     This  figure.  Incidentally,  was Inter- 

* . preted as the group response for this  study. 

*"■" 

*- * 

• . Analysis of Example 

This example provides an excellent vehicle for 
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further analysis of the Delphi procedure.     The three 

characteristics of Delphi can now be evaluated relative 

to the usual shortcomings of group Intuitive  Judgments. 

Following this,  several other Interesting observations 

can be made. 

As previously stated,  the basic characteristics 

of Delphi are anonymity,  controlled feedback,  and statis- 

tical group response.     These features are Intended to 

overcome the drawbacks  of conventionally structured 

groups.    To repeat, #these faults are the Influence of 

the dominant Individual,  noise, and the group pressure 

for conformity. 

Anonymity does not necessarily mean that participants 

are unknown to each other.    Rather,   It means  that a 

participant's response and arguments are known only to 

the administrator of the group and are not attributed 

to the Individual.     Anonymity,  In conjunction with con- 

trolled feedback and statistical response,   eliminates 

the Influence of the dominant Individual and reduces both 

noise and the pressure for conformity.     The dominant 

Individual can communicate only through statistical feed- 

back and the optional arguments which are filtered through 

the administrator.     A skillful administrator removes all 

evidences of status,  verbosity,  emotionalism, and pure 

speculation before feeding back the arguments.     The dominant 
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Individual no longer has a means to Influence others by 

loudness, forceful personality, status, or talkativeness. 

In the process, noise, which Is Irrelevant or reduncant 

Information, is also largely eliminated.  Anonymity, 

although not completely removing the group pressure for 

conformity, reduces this pressure because nonconformists 

are not Identified.  While there Is an attraction of the 

group position which varies between Individuals, this 

attraction Is at least partially a result of weak con- 

victions and Is not completely undesirable. 

Controlled feedback Is also designed to help over- 

come all three faults of a discussion group.  The extent 

to which this Is successful depends upon the skill and 

Impartiality of the administrator In preparing the argu- 

ments for feedback.  In the given example, the arguments 

that the next drought would be world-wide and that nuclear 

fusion power was Impossible were speculative and perhaps 

emotional* As such, they constituted noise and perhaps 

an attempt by an Individual to dominate the results or 

pressure the group and should therefore have been elimi- 

nated. Feedback does not necessarily always Include argu- 

ments and may consist only of the median and some measure 

of dispersion, usually taken as the IQR.  The number of 

► .        rounds may also vary from two to six.  The purpose of feed- 

back, besides preventing direct communications, is to 
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provide new Information and to cause rethinking of the 

problem. In this way, the feedback in Delphi is used 

to preserve at least some of the interaction which is 

theoretically found in the usual group situation. 

Statistical group response is used primarily to 

*.        arrive at a consensus while preventing group pressure 

•■ for conformity.  In the usual discussion group, a high 

value is placed on agreement because of time delays and 

resentment which otherwise result.  In a Delphi group, 

the group arrives at a Judgment regardless of whether 

or not agreement occurs. Although pressure for confor- 

mity still operates with Delphi, this pressure is reduced 

to an internal and individual pressure. 

The statistical group response consists of the median 

and to a lesser extent the IQR.  The median is used rather 

than the mean because every individual's opinion is 

reflected in the final result, yet no individual can 

affect the final result by a deliberately extreme answer 

which would be possible if the mean were used.  The IQR 

is also part of the group Judgment because it provides 

the user of the Judgment with some idea of the range within 

which an uncertain event is forecasted to occur.  In the 

example, the degree of convergence is less than is usually 

».        obtained for a factual Judgment of this type, indicating 
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*■        a high degree of uncertainty. 
►■ »* 

The type and the form of the question In the example 

V provides additional useful Insight.  The question being 

* asked was highly appropriate for Delphi In that It con- 

talned a large degree of opinion. No amount of fact- 
» 

V gathering could have conclusively answered the question. 

* On the other hand, the question was confusing because It 
r » 

really contained at least two questions. The question 

'»        asked when power generated by thermonuclear fusion would 

* be possible and also asked when It would be commercially 

competitive. To some people, a value Judgment may also 

H        have been Implicit In that they perhaps did not agree 

* with the Implied assumption that development of nuclear 

fusion power Is desirable.  There was also some confusion 

between nuclear fusion and nuclear fission which Is 

apparent from the second round arguments. However, this 

confusion demonstrates the utility of the arguments to 

4        a user of the Judgment.  The Irrelevant arguments Indicate 

a lack of expertise among at least part of the group. 

Although the group response was taken as the Judgment 

of the subgroup who rated themselves most expert, any 

practical application of Delphi might benefit from a 

listing of the participants and their qualifications.  In 

this way, the user of the Judgment could Judge for himself 
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the expertness of the group. A potential for discontent 

among the remainder of the group exists If the practice 

of selecting the most expert subgroup is regularly followed, 

As noted before, the user can Judge the group's 

expertise or lack of It by examining the group's arguments. 

Perhaps he can spot arguments he considers vital which 

have been overlooked.  Even If he does reject the Judg- 

ment of the group, he oi'ten gains considerations and 

Insight Into the problem which he might have overlooked 

by himself. 

This example used conference participants in which 

the entire Delphi process was finished In a single day. 

Usually, the questlonalre Is mailed with a period of 

several weeks between the beginning and the end. With 

the longer elapsed time, the process of rethinking Is 

more Important and Individuals may research Isolated 

facts between rounds and bring them to the attention of 

the group. 

The question which was asked required a forecast 

of a single number.  If, Instead, a value Judgment Is 

needed, such as a Judgment as to the desirability of the 

development of thermonuclear fusion power, a scale can 

be set up for participants to Indicate their value Judg- 

ment.  This scale could run from one through five with 
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appropriate definitions of each value. Another possible 

application is the choice between alternatives, in which 

the relative desirability of each alternative can be 

indicated.  Many other applications are possible, some 

of which will be referenced later. 

Experimental Results 

The concern up to this point has been to obtain a 

knowledge of the workings of Delphi and a subjective 

feeling for the potential features of Delphi. Surpris- 

ingly t the properties of Delphi can be placed on a much 

more objective basis. To this end, a large number of 

experimental studies have been performed, primarily at 

RAND Corporation. Almanac-type questions were used for 

these experiments in order to have questions with a high 

opinion content but with verifiable but obscure answers. 

In the most comprehensive of these studies, college students 

were used to provide about 13»000 answers to 350 questions 

in 10 different experiments.  Unless otherwise indicated, 

results in this section are taken from this major study. 

This study is fully documented in a companion reference, 

including the structure of the experiments, the questions, 
7 

and the responses. 

In these experiments, the group error was defined 

as the absolute value of the logarithm of the ratio of 
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* the group median and the true answer.  Thus, if the median 
*■ •■■ 

Is .001 or 1000 when the true answer Is 1, the group 

•- '       error Is 3«  If the median Is equal to the true answer, 

•"        the group error Is zero.  The group error was defined 

In such a manner because the nature of the questions was 

V        such that the estimates and true answers sometimes differed 

* by a factor of 10,000. 

These experiments were able to show how the average 

** group error decreased with Increasing group size.  For 
r        example, a group size of 6 had an average group error of 

.63 while a group size of 29 had an average group error 

of .M*. The ability of different but equal-sized groups 

to produce similar results is also highly related to 

group size.  The reassuring ability of different groups 

to produce similar forecasts has also been noted In 
Q 

several practical applications. 

Other experiments compared the performance of dls- 

*       cussIon groups with Delphi groups.  While answering the 
p        same questions, Delphi groups were more accurate than 

discussion groups in 13 out of 20 cases. Also, while 

4 using the Delphi method between rounds one and two and 

using discussion between rounds two and three, the average 

Improvement towards the true answer was better with Delphi 

than with discussion groups.  In general, Delphi held a 
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definite advantage over discussion groups, substantiating 

the basic presumption of Its usefulness. 

While Investigating the Iterative feature of Delphi, 

It was found that Improvement of answers between subsequent 

rounds occurred In 6b%  of the cases and that degradation 

of answers occurred In the remaining 36%  of the cases. 

Decreases In accuracy did not exceed the Increases In 

accuracy In any of the 11 groups used.  The basic conclu- 

sion that Improvement occurs with later rounds was statis- 

tically significant with a confidence level of 99%» 

The mechanism of Improvement was also a matter of 

concern.  The distribution of the Individual first round 

answers was found to be a log-normal distribution. Also, 

the average error on round one was linearly related to 

the dispersion, Indicating that a correlation existed 

between the accuracy of the group's first round response 

and the spread of the responses.  However, neither relation- 

ship was valid for later rounds, making It Impossible to 

use only these two factors to attach a confidence level 

to the final result.  The underlying reason for this 

result was that later"responses. In addition to being 

attracted by the true answer, were also attracted through 

social pressure to the previous median. The attraction 

of the previous median was the dominant Influence, destroying 
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the log-normal distribution and the correlation between 

average error and spread.  Consequently, the convergence 

or decreased IQR on the second and later rounds Implies 

an accuracy or confidence which Is not warranted. 

Some persons termed as holdouts tended to retain 

their Initial estimates on later rounds while others 

Identified as swingers tended to freely change their 

estimates.  Both types were useful.  The holdouts were 

more accurate In the first round, but In round two the 

total group was more accurate than the holdouts because 

of the effect of the swingers.  This result occurs because 

In order for any desired Improvement to occur, some members 

of the group must cross to the opposite side of the pre- 

vious median. 

The effect of various aspects of an expert's quali- 

fications was also analyzed. Women were Initially less 

accurate but were more changeable and therefore signifi- 

cantly Improved the later round results. Surprisingly, 

students of the soft sciences were found to be more adept 

at Initial estimates than students with a background In 

the physical sciences.  In neither situation were the final 

results significantly affected by shortcomings In Initial 

rounds. Also, no relationship between average group Intel- 

ligence and group performance existed.  The conclusion was 
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reached that the standards commonly used for selection 

of experts concerning knowledge are not necessarily 
o 

valid for selecting experts to deal with opinion. 

In another experiment, different time Intervals 

ranging from 15 seconds to 4 minutes were allowed for 

forming estimates.  Even while answering complex questions 

with a high degree of opinion, optimum estimates were 

obtained when only 30 seconds were allowed. 

In a different study, the use of self-ratings was 

10 
questioned.   Self-ratings were found to be useful In 

substantially Improving the accuracy of a group by 

selecting a sub-group of experts based on these ratings. 

Two conditions were necessary for this Improvement.  The 

first was that the sub-groups of both the experts and 

non-experts must be sufficiently large, taken as seven 

In this study.  Also, the self-ratings must differ consi- 

derably between the two sub-groups.  The example required 

the self-ratings of all members of each sub-group to 

differ from the opposite group by at least one point on 

a five point rating scale.  The average self-rating of 

a group along with the dispersion of the group's answers 

was found to be related to the mean accuracy of the group 

response.  This result holds forth the possibility of 

eventually attaching error estimates to the results. 
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* The question of Improving the feedback was the 
'"" 11 exclusive concern of another study.   Two types of 
»- »■ 

't- "       feedback were compared with the usual type of feedback. 

*"        In one variation, each person was fed back the percentile 
>■ »- 

location of his answer. No differences were noted between 

r this feedback and the usual procedure.  The study con- 
r eluded that Delphi is not sensitive to the form of the 
r r 

numerical feedback so long as it accurately summarizes 

\ the group position.  In another variation, the effect of 

•" providing an additional obscurely related fact was studied. 

A decisive improvement was noted, suggesting an ability 

»•        of the human mind to effectively utilize bits of infor- 

* mation. One or two additional facts improve accuracy, 

but more facts may cause saturation and may change the 

nature of Delphi completely. 

The question of the validity of using almanac-type 

questions for obtaining the previous experimental results 
12 h*. has also been addressed.   Almanac-type questions were 

compared with short-range predictive questions for which 
« 

the answers would be known in the near future. A typical 

,t        predictive question concerned the total number of a certain 

kind of car which would be produced in the next year.  The 

two types of questions being compared contained a similar 

•^       amount of opinion. The improvement between rounds was 
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comparable for the two types of questions.  Hoxever, 

the accuracy of the predictive questions was generally 

better than for the almanac-type questions> a result 

attributed by the researchers to the presumption that 

the participants felt that the predictive questions were 

more meaningful.  The validity of Delphi forecasts is 

also addressed in a 1970 evaluation of a 1964 forecast. ^ 

Of 13 events concerning space progress whose median fore- 

cast date was 1970 or earlier, 6 events had occurred by 

1970. 

All experimental results cited to this point have 

concerned themselves with factual judgments. Another 

experiment has been performed to compare Delphi value 

14 
Judgments with factual judgments.   The goal of this 

study was to generate and rank values associated with 

both higher education and the quality of life.  The 

structure of the experiment exemplifies the adaptability 

of Delphi.  Initially, the 80 participants were divided 

Into two groups and asked to list important contributing 

factors for the two topics. To make the resulting lists 

of 250 and 300 items more manageable, all possible pairs 

of items were then rated by the groups for similarity. 

These ratings enabled the lists to be reduced to 45 and 

4b items.  Next, the groups were asked to rate the relative 

Importance of each item on the lists. This rating was then 
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Iterated after feeding back the previous medians and 

quartlies.  Finally, the groups rated the relative 

contribution of each Item on the education list to 

Items on the quality of life list.  Although the correct- 

ness of value Judgments cannot be judged, other compari- 

sons with factual Judgments were made. As for factual 

Judgments, the distribution of answers was nearly always 

single peaked and bell-shaped.  The correlations between 

groups, the number of changes, and the convergence were 

also comparable to results for factual material.  In 

general, Delphi proved to be appropriate for value Judg- 

ments, although the dispersion was about twice as great 

as It Is for factual material.  As a sidelight, different 

methods and scales for Indicating the relative Importance 

of Items gave no significant differences In the final 

result. 

Precautions 

Many persons have found the Idea of a Delphi study 

to be appealing and have later discovered that the process 

Is not as simple as It appears.  This section attempts to 

summarize the practical difficulties Involved in using 

Delphi. With prior knowledge, the difficulties of admin- 

istration, the selection of experts, and the Interpretation 
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of results are not Insurmountable and are largely avoidable. 
»• ■ 

The administrator of Delphi must be extremely careful 

► ■ In formulating the questlonalre.   *    Compound questions 

and loosely defined,   Imprecise,  or ambiguous wording must 

be avoided.    Debatable assumptions must not be Imbedded 

within the questions.     The time required to complete a 

questlonalre is  easily underestimated.     If arguments are 
r 

fed back, the arguments must be summarized fairly. 

, Another study suggests that a shakedown trial be 

used to Identify possible misunderstandings within the 

*" 16 questlonalre,   Questlonalres should ask direct questions 

only and not those which require essay answers. To handle 

the large amount of data which may be generated in some 

studies, the questions should be formulated so that the 
►■ 

analysis can be computerized, 

'' In a critique of a major study directed at examining 

civil defense policy, one of the co-Inventors of Delphi 

17 
»        made many useful comments, '    Binary type questions should 

'        be avoided or rephrased so that more than two responses 

are permitted.  No useful Interpretation Is possible and 

^        effort Is wasted In the event of disagreement on binary 

questions.  In general, wide dispersion of responses should 

not be Interpreted as disagreement, but Is probably more 

often a lack of Information, When feeding back arguments, 
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supplementary material will tend to be biased and highly 

opinionated If the volume is not limited.  In later rounds, 

the amount of this material should be reduced by consoli- 

dating the arguments.  The arguments when properly used 

should be suggestive and are not Intended to present the 

full complexity of the problem.  Instead, the complexity 

should remain Internalized within the minds of the parti- 

cipants. Delphi should be used to construct a model through 

which the full complexity of the problem can be explored 

by other methods If this complexity Is needed. 

There Is also a legal difficulty when Delphi is 

18 
used by government agencies.   An Act of Congress (5 USC 

Sec. 1391 c-e, 19^2) prohibits government agencies from 

mailing more than nine Identically worded questionalres 

to private agencies without Bureau of the Budget approval. 

Since the purpose of the law Is to prevent Indlscremlnant 

bothering of businessmen, approval should be easy to 

obtain.  Otherwise, up to nine outside participants could 

be used In conjunction with any number of governmental 

participants. This reference also cautions that Delphi 

is not a substitute for research, but rather is properly 

used only for situations when research Is impossible, 

,., Another precaution concerns Itself with the proper 

**.        selection of experts. An example Is given of a long-range 
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forecasting study using Delphi which addressed the question 
19 of ocean farming. The productivity of the ocean was 

overestimated,  practical problems Involving ocean farming 

were underestimated,  alternatives were overlooked,  and 

International legal complications were Ignored.     The panel 

addressing this question consisted primarily of persons 

with physical science and engineering backgrounds without 

any political,  biological,   or legal representation. 

•■ Major aspects of the problem were overlooked, and the 

" * forecast was probably overly optimistic because certain 

types of expertise were not represented, 

^ ■ Advantages 

** Much of what has been written has already addressed 

the advantages of Delphi.     However,  there are additional 

k advantages which have not been treated and some advantages 

*•* have only been alluded to. 

The adaptability of Delphi has already been mentioned, 

^ Studies are In progress which mix other approaches with 
20 *"* Delphi to make better use of each method's advantages. 

For example, when participants are used to generate the 

» study material,  Delphi approximates the creativity and 

^* techniques of brainsterming.    Gaming also lends itself 

to use with Delphi.     Simulation Is especially useful in 

forcing Delphi participants to be realistic,  as  in simulated 
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21 
budget planning exercises. 

One of the major advantages at the Industrial level 

Is the feeling of Involvement which participants gain In 

a Delphi exercise and which orients a staff toward future 

22 
planning and future possibilities.   Other advantages 

are a feeling of shared responsibility which releases 

23 
Inhibitions. J    Delphi Is novel and Interesting, leading 

to better group motivation and an air of objectivity pro- 

vides a greater group acceptance. Little manpower Is 

required and travel Is eliminated. Questlonalres can 

be answered In unscheduled time and take much less time 

than a conference. 

Disadvantages 

In contrast with the advantages, the disadvantages 

of Delphi have been treated very lightly In previous parts 

of this study.  Some of the disadvantages are almost 

obvious, but will be mentioned briefly for the sake of 

completeness. 

[*" Obviously, Delphi is cumbersome with long time delays 

and with the danger of forgetting prior responses in later 

»        rounds.   Most practical studies using mailed questlonalres 

► *        have found it necessary to allow about two weeks for each 

round. For long studies, the analysis can also be time 

\        consuming unless It Is computerized. Arguments, if properly 

*> ^1 
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edited, will always be time consuming. Also, Delphi 

*.»        has only limited ability to give extra weight to out- 

standing expertise or to critical areas of expertise. 

The use of Delphi, In addition to being time con- 

♦- 

■r 

».»■ sumlng,  can be expensive If a large group of consultants 
2') Is used.   J    The success of Delphi Is highly dependent 

on the skill of the administrator,  the climate, and the 

proper selection of experts.    Even In a creative atmos- 

phere,   It Is possible to completely overlook Important 

Items for Investigation.    Also,  Delphi is open to various 

misuses depending upon the integrity of the administrator 
26 

and the organization. 

Prom an analytical forecaster's viewpoint,  Delphi 

is sometimes mistrusted because the quantitative appear- 
27 ance of Delphi might be misinterpretated by laymen.   f 

Also,  some questions are not simple enough to be adequately 
28 * answered by a simple response.   "    When used as an explora- 

* * 

• 4 

* * 
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tory forecasting tool, another expert feels that Delphi 

is not useful because each respondent answers the questions 
2Q 

<% based on a different set of assumptions. 7    For example, 

when estimating the date when a certain technological 

development will occur. It is necessary to assume when 

other related precursor developments will occur.  Another 

expert reinforces this view by pointing out that the inter- 
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relationships of events are completely Ignored by Delphi. 

Future events are, however, often related to one another. 

If one event occurs, the probability of the occurrence 

of another related event may be either Increased or de- 

creased. With Delphi, each event Is considered indepen- 

dently and the final results may lack self-consistency. 

A method has been developed to mathematically make 

corrections to Delphi forecasts so that the cross-corre- 

31 
latlons are self-consistent.   However, the method Is 

mechanically applied after the fact Instead of being 

a part of the forecast. 

Variations of Delphi 

» Some variations of Delphi have been developed with 

* *        the specific aim of removing some of the disadvantages 

of Delphi.  Only two major variations of Delphi are 

considered here. Minor variations In the number of 

rounds, the type of feedback, and similar changes In 

the structure of Delphi have been treated elsewhere. 

While at the Air Force Systems Command, Howard A. 

Wells developed a system of electronic voting to remove 

some of the cumbersome aspects of Delphi while retaining 

32 
>»       Its anonymity.   Members of a group gather In a confer- 

ence room and each person votes by secretly positioning 

a rotary switch which turns on a light In his column of 

^3 



lights.     Everyone is aware of the group position because 

all lights are visible although no Individual  Is Identi- 

fied with any particular vote.     After the first vote, 

open discussion Is held,  followed by a second secret vote. 

The standard deviation Is automatically calculated after 

the second vote and all votes  outside of one standard 

deviation are rejected.    The group Judgment Is taken as 

the arithmetic mean of the remaining votes. 

It has been suggested that the Wells system might 

be Improved by altering voices  electronically during 

discussions or by passing written comments to the admin- 

istrator In order to preserve anonymity during the 

discussion phase.  ^ 

Another variation of Delphi  Is the Delphi Conference 

which has been Investigated by the Office of Emergency 

Preparedness as a means of obtaining rapid advice from 
3U widely scattered experts during emergency situations. 

Instead of using questlonalres,  the Delphi Conference 

uses a computer connected by ordinary telephone wires 

to a teletype machine located  In the office of the res- 

v pendent.     The usual Delphi structure Is used except  that 

there Is usually no rigid adherence to the round structure. 

Costs are drastically lowered.     During a 13 week experi- 

ment with 20 respondents, a total of 100 hours of terminal 
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time and 1 hour of processor time was used for a total 

computer cost of |1500.  Some participants felt that the 

Delphi Conference was a mechanism which was designed to 

avoid the cost of normal consulting fees. 

One observer feels that the future growth of Delphi 

depends upon a more extensive use of the computer. ^ For 

example, cross-correlation of events could be made self- 

consistent while the Delphi Conference Is in progress, 

* The Delphi Conference could also provide a learning 

experience for the participant.  The Institute for the 

Future has developed a computer network of experts to 

perform a Delphi study quickly.   The suggestion has 

been made that the Air University should form a similar 

network to utilize the expertise of past graduates to 

37 solve problems.   Such studies would benefit students 

assisting In the administration of the studies and have 

been proposed as a replacement for the present research 

papers which often do not address or solve a practical 

problem. 

^5 
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CHAPTER IV 

APPLICATIONS OP DELPHI 

This chapter provides a survey of some of the 

practical applications of Delphi.  This survey does 

not specifically focus upon the results of the studies 

nor does It pretend to be complete, but rather It 

attempts to Indicate the various types of applications 

and the extent of usage of Delphi. For purposes of 

comparison, the applications have been separated into 

those made by Industry, DOD, other agencies and the 

Soviet Union. The dividing line between practical and 

experimental applications is a fine line because the 

method is so new.  Thus, In some cases the line Is 

drawn rather arbitrarily. 

Industrial Applications of Delphi 

The first major Industrial application of Delphi 

was made by TRW In 1966.  All units of the company 

were represented by 2? technical experts in this exercise, 

called Probe I. These experts were asked to Identify and 

forecast the date of occurrence of technical events which 

would have a major Impact on TRW over a 20 year period. 

^6 



A list of ^01 events was organized and analyzed. 

To expand the scope of Probe I and clarify a few 

contradictions, Probe II was organized and completed 

in 1968.  In this study, 1^-0 ln-house participants were 

used to compile a list of 1750 events which were then 

2 
rated according to desirability, feasibility, and timing. 

Incidentally, one of the administrators has since indicated 

that future studies of this type would not be restricted 

3 
to ln-house personnel. 

Probe II was the most massive study undertaken up 

to that time. To handle the large volume of data, com- 

puters were used with on-line terminals. The computer 

was programmed to present only those questions pertaining 

to an individual's expertise.   This exercise differed 

from the Delphi Conference only by the retention of the 

discrete round structure. 

An additional technique was used after the forecast 

to analyze the results. This technique used Sequence of 

Opportunities and Negatives (SOON) charts to depict exist- 

ing technology which would be negated by a new development 

and also to depict alternate developments which would be 

required to achieve a final development.^ Fruitful areas 

of research were considered to be intermediate technologies 

which were prerequisites to several final developments. As 
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In many other industrial applications, most of the Infor- 

mation derived from this study Is considered proprietary 

Information and has not been released. 

In an article which Indicates that many firms reduced 

their forecasting staffs during the 1970 recession, several 

other applications of Delphi In Industry are Indicated, 

• General Dynamics has used Delphi groups to provide Informa- 

tlon In the form of forecasts concerning fluldlcs, non- 
r 

destructive testing of composite materials, and laser 

* developments.  In order to predict future markets, Bell Canada 

has used Delphi to determine the future of educational, 

»        medical, and Information-processing technology. 

*" Project Aware Is a Delphi study being undertaken at 

the Institute for the Future which Is being funded by 

four large companies—Du Pont, Scott Paper, Monsanto, 

and Lever Bros,—at a cost of ^0,000 each for the next 
k 7 three years.       This study is concerned with the social, 

k economic, and technological trends over the next ten years. 

Other major companies which have used Delphi Include 

Sandla Corporation, Xerox,  Chase Manhattan, Ling Temco 
Q 

Vought, and McDonnel Douglas,  In 1968, well over 100 

studies were estimated to be planned or In various stages, 

many of which were undoubtedly Industrial applications,^ 

As Indicated by the examples, these industrial Delphi 
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applications were forecasts (largely technological) to 

be used as a basis for corporate planning. 

Defense Department Applications 

The Defense Department and particularly the Air 

Force has directly sponsored much of the experimental 

study of Delphi performed at RAND.  The two agencies 

which have been most active In the sponsorship of this 

work are the Advanced Research Projects Agency and Hai 

USAF.  Pilot studies have also been performed at the 

Office of Aerospace Research and the Defense Intelligence 

Agency.   In spite of this apparent Interest, only four 

applications of Delphi either by or for the Defense 

Department have been discovered. 

The first known usage of Delphi of any type was 

performed In 1953 by RAND.  This study was also the first 

known Delphi publication when It was published after 

declassiflcatlon ten years later.  Performed under the 

sponsorship of the US Air Force, this study addressed 

the question of the number of enemy nuclear weapons which 

'        would be required to reduce the US Industrial capacity 

by a stated amount. ■*" Some facts were supplied by the 

> * administrators and the respondents also performed Inde- 

pendent research during the study to determine the vulner- 

ability of different Industries,  The contents of this 
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study are still Interesting from a military viewpoint 

20 years later. 

Another application of Delphi has been made to 

determine considerations for the future logistics base 

12 
^        of the US Army.   The scope of this project was extremely 

-►        broad. An evaluation of past Army logistics was performed, 

the threat and the technology of the next 15 years were 

forecasted, and the Army size, skills, construction needs, 

M*       and mobilization ability were projected.  Overall, the 

study was considered useful for suggesting future trends 

and providing Insight Into the future of the Army. However, 

**•        a need for procedures to speed up the entire Delphi process 

was Identified, 

A brief reference to a Delphi study performed as a 

small part of the first Navy technological forecast was 

also found. ^ Only 5%  of the total forecasting effort was 

of an Intuitive nature; 80^ of the $1.9 million forecast 

consisted of trend extrapolation. No other details of 

this single Delphi examination were given. 

The final example of the application of Delphi by 

lU 
i^        DOD was a 1970 study funded by ARPA.   Civil defense 
*». 

i* » 

was examined relative to strategic  issues,  future strategic 
l> * 

»' systems,  arms  limitations.   International problems,  and 

domestic programs.     In addition to the broad scope of 
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questions,   significant Innovations were employed.    A 

typical question was,   "Assured destruction  (should/should 

not)  remain our primary strategic concept."    In addition 

to Indicating the answer,  the respondent  Indicated a 

self-rating and an Importance rating for each question. 

Thus,  the desirability and feasibility were at least 

partially separated and the results were plotted as a 

point on a graph with each of the axis  representing 

one of these quantities.    At the end of the exercise, 

the respondents were asked to write a short essay on 

their opinions  concerning civil defense.     These essays 

were Included as part of the results. 

Delphi Applications by Other Agencies 

The extent to which Delphi  Is employed by other 

agencies can be deduced by a survey of all futures 

research performed by all methods.   *    This survey showed 

that Delphi was the second most frequently used method, 

Delphi was used nearly as often as scenario building and 

v considerably more than simulation and gaming,  the third 

most frequently used method.     In addition to Industry and 

DOD,  the types of other agencies which performed futures 

research Included nonprofit organizations,  educational 

Institutions,   other Federal government agencies,  state 

and regional commissions,  religious organizations,  and 
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professional,  business,  and academic associations.    The 

primary topics of this research were technological and 

economic forecasting.    The remaining topics ranged widely 

and comprised  (as a partial list)  environment,  population, 

public affairs,  resources, biology,   leisure,  life extension, 

medicine,  psychiatry,   race relations,   sex  education, and 

regional development.    While Delphi might not have been 

used to consider each of these topics because the survey 

did not provide a breakdown by forecasting method, Delphi 

must nevertheless be recognized as a widely used fore- 

casting method. 

Perhaps a few of the numerous available examples 

will further Illustrate the widespread usage of Delphi. 

In 1968,  a technological forecast of computer developments 

was prepared with two rounds In 25 days using 88 partici- 

pants.        This forecast was used as the basis for dis- 

cussion at an International conference of computer experts. 

Some of the attendees at the conference were also the 

experts used In the preparation of the forecast, 

t As another example, a Delphi forecast of the future 

^ of education was prepared during an educational conference.   ' 

The topics were drawn from a wide range of sources such as 

a literature search,  conference papers,   student essays, 

seminar proceedings,  and the first Delphi questlonalre. 
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* After Identifying those aspects of education which 
>• - 

deserved attention In the early rounds,  the final round 
¥■ 

^. consisted of a simulated budget process.  Bach member 

»•        was provided a budget and the approximate cost of each 

Item and asked to allocate the budget among the Items. 

The extra realism of the simulation was Judged to be 

♦■        worthwhile by both the administrators and the partlcl- 
r 

pants. 

Another quite common use of Delphi Is a questlonalre 

which is Inserted In professional Journals to obtain the 

response of the readers. An example of this is given In 

^ an article which gave the results of an Investigation Into 

»•'       future changes In management using top management professors 
> 

.k 

t 

» 

as participants.  Readers were urged to expand the scope 
1 H of this study by responding to a similar questlonalre. 

Generally, the nature of these Delphi studies differs 

somewhat from those of Industry and DOD,  industry and 

particularly DOD Delphi studies are apt to be broader In 

** scope and more practical In purpose.  In addition, the 

studies of other agencies tend to be partial substitutes 

for other research and are also more speculative. 

Delphi Within the Soviet Union 

Tne question of the acceptance of Delphi within the 

Soviet Union is particularly Interesting in the context of 
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their need, for future planning.  The idea is commonly 

accepted that their economic system requires more planning 

when compared with the capitalist system in which economic 

regulation is done by prices within the market. 

Only a partial answer can be given to this question. 

One review states that Soviet literature implies that 

the Delphi technique has been used.  Overall, Soviet fore- 
1Q casters are highly familiar with Western techniques. 7 

A different review of Soviet literature states that 
20 the Delphi technique has been extensively used,   Delphi 

is considered to be the most sophisticated of the intuitive 

methods and is used much as in the United States.  One 

Soviet author lists five necessary conditions for the 

effective use  of Delphi i mutual independence of Judgments 

(anonymity), quantitative form of evaluation (statistical 

response), the explicit formulation of arguments, self- 

ratings, and constructive attitude. 

The Soviets have developed a technique similar to 

the SOON charts previously mentioned to be used in con- 

Junction with the Delphi forecasts. This is a goal-means 

* matrix showing all of the potential paths for achieving 

a final goal.  To decide upon the most feasible means, 

participants are asked to evaluate the relative importance 

of each means, the length of time required, the Importance 

5^ 
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of arv probleius to be encotmtered, and the Importance of 

arguments which are presented. Generally, technological 

forecasting is accepted at the highest level of Soviet 

government, unlike the US, 

»r 

4 

f 

t 

> * 
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**■ CHAPTER V 

> ►• 

•■ CONCLUSIONS AND  RECOMMENDATIONS 

*■ 

^ The substantial although admittedly Incomplete 

evidence of the previous chapter prompts the conclusion 

that DOD has lagged considerably behind Industry and 

other agencies In the adoption of the Delphi method. 

This chapter provides some reasons for DOD's  reluctance 

to use Delphi,  focusing particularly upon its seemingly 

attractive applications for technological forecasting. 

After this,  some conclusions are offered concerning 

other potential applications of Delphi.    Finally,   some 

recommendations are made concerning the utilization of 

Delphi within DOD. 

Part of DOD's relative disinterest in Delphi as 

•k compared to industry can be explained by a changing 

emphasis on technological forecasting within DOD.     In 

, the past,  the purpose of technological forecasting within 

f DOD has been to identify developments which were technl- 
'* 1 

cally possible.  This objective was determined by the 
»• 

». "        prevailing assumption of DOD decision makers that any 

developments which were both feasible and useful would be 
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developed by the enemy and therefore should also be 

developed by the US.  The nature of these past policies 

is reflected by some research which explored possibilities 

with no known utility but which might prove useful at 

some future time. 

These concepts have changed drastically.  Costs 

have become just as Important as weapon system perfor- 

mance and development time.  In order to control costs, 

It Is often necessary to accept decreased performance 

by rejecting unproven and risky technology. An alterna- 

tive Is to stretch-out the development time to allow 

additional time to first obtain a better understanding 

of a new technology.  The new policy Is closely aligned 

with the conclusion of a major study which determined 

that research breakthroughs almost Invariably resulted 

2 
from research which was directed toward a specific need. 

The new attitude Is also exemplified by prototype com- 

petitions and fly-before-buy programs. 

These changes In DOD's research and development 

policies have many Implications for technological fore- 

i casting.    These policies have decreased the DOD usage 

of technological forecasting. In the past, widespread 

usage was necessary to Identify all developments which 

were technically possible.     Technological forecasting Is 
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now used to develop alternatives only for those weapon 

systems for which a definite need exists and to select 

the most cost-effective of these alternatives.  On the 

other hand, many segments of Industry have discovered 

technological forecasting for the first time within the 

past ten years and Its role In Industry has greatly 

expanded within this period. 

The Increased emphasis on controlled costs In the 

new DOD policies places a premium on proven technology. 

When well-understood technologies are employed, the 

existing data base makes the use of quantitative fore- 

casting methods desirable.  At the same time, the 

Increased understanding makes a choice of Intuitive 

methods In general and Delphi In particular less suitable. 

Apart from the new DOD policies, there are other 

factors which make Delphi less suitable for DOD than for 

Industry. DOD organizations possess considerable exper- 

ience and skill in applying quantitative forecasting 

methods and have accumulated vast data bases for use 

with these methods. By comparison, most industries are 

relatively new to forecasting and must necessarily rely 

to a greater extent on comparatively simple forecasting 

techniques such as Delphi. 

Delphi is also somewhat more suitable for industrial 
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forecasting because of the purposes of Industry.     Instead 

of being needs-oriented as  In DOD,  technologiesJ. fore- 

casting within Industry tends to be opportunity-oriented. 

Only one or a few new possibilities which satisfy corporate 

goals need be Identified,     The enhancement of creativity 

by Delphi makes  It suitable for this purpose.     In addition, 

the success of a new product depends to a great extent 

upon the reactions of competitors and the potential market 

demand for the new product.     These considerations are 

mainly of an Intuitive nature,  further enhancing Delphi's 

suitability.3 

The organizational structure of DOD further tends 

to make a choice of Delphi  less likely than for Industry. 

Any technical proposal must pass through several levels 

of decision makers before obtaining final acceptance. 

Each of these higher headquarters must be convinced by 

rational,   explicit, and Insofar as possible,  quantitative 

arguments.      Failure to provide acceptable arguments 

will delay the proposal until It is cancelled.     The decision 

maker cannot make the decision based on Intuition because 

the complexity of modern weapon systems exceeds his ability 

to understand the broad array of techr    ogy Involved,    For 

this reason, he cannot  Judge the value of a Delphi  study 

which Is performed by unknown persons at lower levels and 
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therefore tends to reject it. 

In a typical Industrial unit, however, the technolo- 

gical forecasting unit is on a level which is at or near 

the decision makers.  Proposals can and generally will 

be limited to familiar technology.  These factors make 

Delphi more acceptable to industry. 

All of these factors which have been enumerated 

provide reasons why Delphi has gained a better acceptance 

for technological forecasting within industry than within 

DOD.  The question remains as to whether or not there are 

other advantageous applications within DOD. 

The previous arguments have dealt mainly with fore- 

casting technology to be used for specific applications in 

new weapon systems. A potential does exist, however, for 

Delphi's application for exploratory forecasting of 

technology.  If new weapon systems increasingly rely on 

proven technology, but if at the same time technology is 

not to come to a standstill, forecasting must identify 

research possibilities which have future although as yet 

unspecified usefulness. Because these decisions are 

generally made at a lower level, creativity is required, 

and a high degree of opinion is presenti Delphi would 

appear to meet the requirements for this task. 

There are probably other situations in which Delphi 
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could be used to advantage.  Certainly, intuitive Judg- 

ments are frequently used In DOD.  Consider promotion 

boards as a specific example.  Promotions should be based 

on the "whole man concept," which really means that pro- 

motion boards make their intuitive decisions based on the 

fragmentary evidence of a person's records.  The defini- 

tion of the future environment or threat analysis also 

Involves a high degree of speculation.  The tendency is 

to use group decisions In this type of situation! yet, 

Delphi possesses advantages over the usual group decision 

and probably should be used in some applications. 

Whether or not Delphi can profitably be employed 

depends upon specific circumstances and situations.  Each 

Service might assign an appropriate agency to investigate 

potential applications of Delphi.  However, a directive 

indicating where Delphi should be used would probably be 

harmful.  Delphi is merely another tool which will be 

beneficial only when properly used. 

Several other conclusions can be derived from this 

report.  Foremost among these conclusions is that Delphi 

is not simply a set of procedures. An Inexperienced 

administrator or an Improper selection of experts can 

destroy the effectiveness of i  Delphi study.  The adminis- 

trator must understand much of the material presented in 
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the previous chapters if he Is to select the proper sit- 

uation for Delphi's use and If he is to properly manage 

the study. 

DOD must begin to educate Its managers If the potential 

benefits of Delphi are to be realized.  This education 

could easily be Incorporated into the Professional Service 

Schools and perhaps Into other specialized schools as 

well. A good understanding and an acceptance of the method 

could be acquired with very little Instruction and could 

be added to existing blocks of Instruction regarding 

group dynamics. 

Finally, further research should be performed concern- 

ing the feasibility of the Delphi Conference for DOD appli- 

cations.  This would overcome the main objection to Delphi— 

the long period of time required to accomplish a study. 

The widespread usage of computers and the excellent communi- 

cations networks would seem to make DOD the Ideal candidate 

for the use of the Delphi Conference. 
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